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Allow The Voice Of The Holy Spirit To Be Your Guide In All Things!
In this message you will recognize how you as an infinite being, have deliberately chosen to
participate in a form of experience. You have, therefore, called to yourself the sensory apparatus
of the body through which to filter the energies of this physical domain, that you might hear
vibrations that create words that carry certain meanings for each and every one of you. And each
and every one of you will color that meaning according to the perceptions that you have chosen
to place value upon. (WMe 3)
Does this mean that some are ahead and some behind? It only seems that way. In Reality, each of
you is equal; each of you, choosing from your infinite freedom to attract to yourself certain
vibrational frequencies – if you will – certain forms or qualities of experience. That freedom is
what you abide in always, from before the foundations of this world, and long after this world
ceases to be.
In each and every moment, then, you cannot be a victim of what you see, and nothing is outside
of you. What you experience you have directly and deliberately called to yourself. And if you hold
the thought that, “Well, I don’t like what I’ve called to myself,” that’s perfectly okay, too. For then,
you have called to yourself the experience of being in judgment of yourself. Merely look with the
wonder of a child and see what it feels like and ask yourself, “Is this an energy I wish to continue
in, or would I choose something else?”
For ultimately, when all possible choices within the dream of separation have been made, have
been tasted, have been felt, and have been known, then finally there emerges the still, quiet Voice
of Spirit that speaks through the soul – and we’ll come back to that – whispering of the one Truth
and the one Reality, the one Love, the one Peace, the one Bliss that is continual.
Then, the soul begins to turn from the things of this created world. It begins to withdraw its
attention, as it were, from its attachments to all of the things it has called to itself. It begins to
transcend its sense of identification with the vibrational frequencies it had only meant to play with,
and then took seriously. For it is seriousness within the mind which is the creation of ego, and it
is great seriousness that holds the vibrations of what you would no longer experience within the
field of your being, within the field of your soul.
And as you, as the soul – the individual divine spark – begins to choose to withdraw the attention,
to withdraw the value you have placed upon all things, and as you learn to simplify the nature of
your own consciousness, as you begin to realize that you can surrender into something that seems
beyond you, that you can entertain the insane thought of trusting the invisible, you come more and
more to be less and less.
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And as you become less and less of what you thought you were, conversely, you become more and
more of what your Father created you to be – the thought of Perfect Love in form, a channel, a
simple vehicle through which that Love of Spirit can shine forth. Your only task becomes the
cleaning of your windows, the polishing of your floors, the weeding of your garden, so that that
Light can pour forth unimpeded. (WMe 4)
No longer will you find the need to defend perceptions you had identified with in error. You will,
indeed, know when you have come to that state of awakening, for you will be able to look upon
all created things that you have ever experienced, all reactions you have ever held within the mind,
all perceptions, all judgments, all desires that you have ever held for anyone or anything, and as
they arise in your mind, they will not disturb your peace.
.....

Allow That One Teacher To Teach You That You Are Unlimited Forever!
Within you lies the very power to perform miracles. Ultimately, the greatest of miracles is to allow
the Voice of the Holy Spirit to be your Guide in all things. Now, the Holy Spirit resides as fully
within you as it does in everyone, as much as that One Teacher resides with and within me. And
as you learn to turn every decision over to that Voice, to trust It without analyzing It, you will come
to be nothing less but the perfect manifestation of the Holy Spirit. Here you realize that you are
One with God and therefore, One with all of creation. There is no place else that you can
understand that. You can think about it in your mind, but until you live it through your Heart, you
don't really understand what it means to be One with God. (JT - S&HR)
Indeed. If you that feel there are limitations in your life, first ask of yourself, "What has this given
to me? Why did I seek it out?" Not out of a sense of blame. That has nothing at all to do with it.
For you have attracted unto yourself experiences for no other reason than you wanted to. You
wanted to. There is no other reason. You have even chosen to be born into a world of uncertainty,
of things that change, of things that seem to be chaotic, because you wanted the experience of
uncertainty and chaos and madness.
And in that place within you in which you chose to create not Reality but an experience called this
world, in that place alone can you choose anew by choosing to relinquish the world you have
created in error, and ask the one Teacher to release from you every limitation and block to the
presence of God's Love that dwells within you, to begin to see, to allow that one Teacher to teach
you that you are unlimited forever and that indeed never once have you ever existed within a body.
Whew. My goodness, such a statement. "But, Jeshua, I know I am in this body. I can tell." You are
experiencing the effect of a perception you have chosen to believe in and that is all. And that
means you are free to choose anew, to come to see that you exist outside of the body, that the body
in a sense arises within you and not the other way around, and that you animate and activate this
bag of dust with every thought you think and every perception that you have held dear to yourself,
so dear and so long that you have forgotten what they were.
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Why Not Be Willing, Just For The Heck Of It, To Trust A Voice
That Is Wholly Unseen!
And if that is true – and I assure you most assuredly that it is true – it means that even now you can
begin to choose anew. Indeed to look out upon all that you have experienced and to acknowledge
for yourself that you have never known what any of it was really for. Yes, you tried to use
relationships for this that didn't work. You tried to use careers for that. It didn't work. It takes great
humility to totally accept that if you are experiencing limitation in your life, it means the
perceptions you have held so dear have failed you. And because they are not you, you are free to
discard them at any time, to realize that perhaps after all you haven't been your own best teacher.
And you have learned perceptions without looking at the life lived by those that would teach you,
and you have not seen their pain and their limitation and their confusion, and therefore you have
bought the things they have sought to teach you. Why not discard all of them and start over?
Why not be willing, just for the heck of it, to trust a Voice that is wholly unseen and the hearing
of which may come softly and gently as a nudge in the heart? Only after much listening does it
begin to take on the shape of a voice that you can have complete conversations with. Why not?
Give it a try.
What would it mean if tomorrow morning when you woke up, you looked around yourself and
said, "I don't know what a single thing is for and I am no longer under the sway of the habits of my
perceptions. Holy Spirit, unseen – and I don't even know if I really believe in You, but what the
heck – what is the best thing that I can do in this moment?" Some of you will end up sitting in bed
all day waiting to hear, and yet, when that happens it's because you have not acknowledged that
you have heard. For every time you ask the question of the Holy Spirit, an answer is immediately
given. Immediately. It requires only your willingness to hear with different ears.
.....

If You Decree It, It Will Be So!
I cannot possibly come to you as a brother and as a friend if I come with a prescription and a set
of proscriptions about what is real, what is true and what you have to do. That would mean that the
power is not in you – and I assure you that it is. If you are made in the image of God, it means that
you are the reflection of perfect freedom.
And that is why, no matter what you have ever chosen to dream, the One I have called "Abba" has
never interfered with your dream, because if He did, He would be acknowledging that your dream
is real. That would be a mistaken perception and I can assure you that our Father does not have
mistaken perceptions.
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Therefore, He sits gently perceiving only the purity of your being, the unlimitedness and the
radiance of the Light within you, and He waits while you utilize your freedom to dream dreams
of limitation and separation from God. And that means that there is no such thing as what you call
karma. "Well, I'm just here because of the result of everything I've thought and done, and I'm going
to have to live through this in order to balance the scales." If you decree it, it will be so.
It means that every single moment, and closer to you than your own breath, the fullness of the
Kingdom of Heaven resides. It does not need to be earned. It needs only to be allowed. Accept it
and receive. Now, how can that happen?
If you cling to your baseline perception and belief that you are a separate entity, that you are just
this little being that has been born and will die, if you believe you are guilty of any sin whatsoever,
if you believe that you really are not in union with God, then when you seek to reach for the
Kingdom, you only push it away.
.....

The Holy Spirit Will Change Your Perception Of Everything You Think
You See and Understand!
Therefore, to allow and to accept and to receive, therefore to manifest the Kingdom of Heaven on
Earth as it is in Heaven, requires that you begin with the perception which is indeed now translated
into knowledge that you are right here and right now the holy and only child of God, that you rest
in perfect union with your Father forever, that you are not the body, and that space and time is not
your home. You cannot earn it because it is given freely. Only when you begin with that
acknowledgement can true change come to your life. And why?
Because if you have built a world in error on the perception that you are separate from God, it
means that everything you have experienced in some sense reflects or is the residue or the effect
of that belief, and as you choose to take a deep swallow and walk through the ring of fear and leap
into the infinite pool of union with God, the water is quite fine, the temperature is always perfect
and no one cares if you wear a suit or not – how would you put a bathing suit on an infinite Light?
When you choose to do that, it means that something begins to move through you called Light and
it must necessarily transform every aspect of what you call your experience. So, you see, those of
you that have houses and cars, if you will allow this to happen tomorrow, they are all going to be
gone and you are going to be living in a cave in the Himalayas.
Not at all. It means that the Holy Spirit will change your perception of everything you think you
see and understand. And what is it translated into? No longer objects, whether they be
relationships, careers or automobiles or what have you that can somehow bring pleasure or
fulfillment to you, but rather they become nothing more than tools that serve the Holy Son of God
as he allows Love to be extended through him or her and to be given to the world until the Great
Ray of Light within you shines so brightly that it envelopes the whole of creation and you are the
one who brings it back gently and lovingly and lays it in the Lap of God.
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You are the saviors and the salvation of all worlds. The question remains, are you willing to allow
every limiting perception to be released? Are you willing to allow that fear that really only comes
from a very small part of the mind that I have described like a gnat shouting at the vastness of
space, that you have unwittingly allowed yourself to believe is the real you. That is the only place
fear comes up – in the mind of the gnat trying to resist the vastness of space that is filled with
God's wonder and Love. Why not let the little gnat be fearful but continue to make a new choice?
You cannot rid yourself of fear and then walk on. Acknowledge that the fear is there. See what
small part it plays. Acknowledge the Grander Reality of who you are and then walk on. It is how
one walks on water, upon hot coals. It is how you walk through the need to communicate with
another when something is not going right. It is how you walk through having a limitation of
golden coins. It is the key to everything. Everything.
.....

Willingness To Allow A Different Teacher To Teach You
I once said unto you that there are four very precious keys – keys to the Kingdom – and they are
but simply this: desire, intention, allowance and surrender. But those keys are found as the
foundation for every experience that you have ever drawn to yourself. Somewhere you have
wanted it. You have held the intention of experiencing it. You have opened yourself to allow the
molecules of this physical dimension to form themselves into that which will be the messengers
of the experience you want, and then you have given yourself to it as a bride to a bridegroom.
Desire. Do not seek to be without it but seek to understand its source. Desire is absolutely critical.
Without it, there is no creation. You are the offspring of desire, the offspring of Love, which is of
our Father, to extend Itself infinitely. That is what has created the Rays of Light called the Sons
of God, and you are a Ray of Light. Nothing more and nothing less. Desire, then, is always the first
factor in awakening or changing anything.
Intention. Only when there is uncompromising intention can you begin to draw the resources to
you that can begin to carry you from where you are to where you would be, whether you are talking
about getting a new job or awakening to your oneness with God.
You are just beginning to see how the use of those two keys wittingly or unwittingly has always
formed your experience. But the transformation begins with the use and the subsequent mastery
of the third key of allowing. When your desire has been for nothing less than the unlimitedness that
comes from your acknowledgement of your union with God – total and complete remembrance of
who you are in reality – and when your intention is for nothing but that, the whole of your life
begins to serve as the means that will carry you through each illusion that has been blocking you.
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And when your choice to become vulnerable – for indeed your safety can only be found in your
choice to be vulnerable – to be innocent of heart, to acknowledge you have never known what a
single thing is for, when you begin to allow that unseen Intelligence that I have called the Holy
Spirit to reshape everything in your experience to become the means for your awakening, then
miracles begin. You know what I am talking about. Suddenly resources come to you. Masters come
to your life who are well to be heeded, and indeed you don't even know how it happened, and yet
it has been the direct effect of your desire and your intention and your willingness to allow a
different Teacher to teach you. And as you begin to rest in the mastery of that key of allowing,
something rather magical happens that can in no way be explained completely in the language
which is of your world.
For allowance itself slips gently into surrender. It is nothing you have done, but out of your choice
to allow the one Teacher given of the Father, Who takes the final step for you, and allowance
becomes surrender, and in surrender the peace you are becomes manifested in every moment of
your experience.
Others begin to see it and feel it and are attracted to you, and when they ask you, "How did you get
to where you are?" you just shrug your shoulders and go, "Hmm, I'm not too sure. Somebody must
have done it for me because of myself I can do nothing, but I have learned that through me, my
Father can do all things."
Surrender. Surrender is the state that everyone in this world truly desires above everything else but
they have forgotten what it is, where it comes from and what it would mean. For only in surrender
can peace come to be known fully.
.....

Love Can Only Be Received Through An Open Heart and A Quiet Mind!
Indeed, precious friends, something quite magical happens. It is something felt and known
cognitively. That is, your perception has wholly been changed and though the body seems to move
about much as it always has, or perhaps not move about, it really doesn't matter much. There is a
new intelligence if you will, an awakening that is infusing the use of that body. It no longer
becomes used as something that you seek to draw power or pleasure to yourself through. It no
longer becomes something that you think can keep you safe. You no longer seek to beautify it just
so others will smile, so you feel you've been accepted – called self-worth. The body becomes
nothing but a bag of dust formed by the Mind of Christ into a tool for the extension of love – not
to receive love, but to extend love – and only because the world in which you find yourself is
totally wrapped up in believing in the reality of bodies. That is obvious.
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Love can never be received through the body. Never. It can be extended through the body that
another who believes they are a body can understand or feel the reflection of that Love. But truly,
Love can only be received through an open Heart and a quiet mind and it will not be received from
the objects of your world. It is received by the descent of Grace into your Heart. For ultimately the
only relationship that is Real is the Holy Relationship between the Son and His Father – or between
the Daughter and the Goddess, if you will. I really don't care what words you use, and I'll let you
in on a secret: my Father doesn't care either.
It means that every time that you are not at peace, every time you know doubt, every time you taste
loneliness, it is because a part of you is choosing to withhold your love. It is the only thing that is
causing it. And you are choosing to listen to the little gnat shouting at space, "I can't be happy until
this person," singled out of the whole of creation, "comes and bows down before me and says, 'I
love you.' Then I might choose to be happy." While all around you there are hearts and minds
crying out for you, the arisen Christ, to extend your love.
You well know that in the moment you choose to set aside all your worries and concerns and be
busy extending your love, suddenly all the problems go away. "Where did they go? I still have to
make that mortgage payment." It's still there but the reaction to it is not there. It will be taken care
of as long as you are busy never allowing yourself to restrict the extension of your love. For the
lack you are experiencing in your life is the effect and the direct result of the choices you have
made previously to withhold your love. I'm sorry, but that is the simplicity and Truth of it all.
There is no other answer. Love is the Answer. And God is but Love.
.....
"We stand together, Christ and I, in peace
And certainty of purpose. And in Him
Is His Creator, as He is in me."
My oneness with the Christ establishes me as Your Son, beyond the reach of time, and wholly free
of every law but Yours. I have no self except the Christ in me. I have no purpose but His Own. And
He is like His Father. Thus must I be one with You as well as Him. For who is Christ except Your
Son as You created Him? And what am I except the Christ in me? Amen.
(ACIM WL 354)
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